Dear Friends,

May, 2009

You may think that the evils of communism have been defeated and done away
with in 1989 but in President Evo Morales’ authoritarian Bolivia it is still 1984…”Fear
and intimidation” is the word in Communist Bolivia and increasingly in Hugo Chavez’
Venezuela also. In these so called “socialist” countries, the all-powerful president, the
Big Brother can get away with murdering people in their sleep and arrest people without
charges. The only law is the law they dictate – from the barrel of a gun, old MarxistLeninist style.

Tortured, intimidated and
terrified, Elöd Tóásó is
interrogated in the La Paz prison
of Communist dictator Morales.
He’s facing 30 years in jail for
crimes he didn’t commit!

Elod Toaso, a 29 year old information technician and computer programmer from
Hungary is now in the La Paz dungeon of the paranoid communist dictator Morales. Elod
is charged of being part of an alleged assassination attempt and is accused with a lot of
manufactured evidence. He is the victim of local politics where the political leaders of the
more progressive Southern provinces have made an attempt to save their lives and
property by peaceful secession from Morales’ dictatorship. Toaso is being prepared by
Morales as a warning subject for a show trial – to intimidate and suppress the dictator’s
domestic enemies. The Morales Thought Police and his paid media machine of infinite
lies and slander – according to the old Bolshevik formula – have already mounted a
disinformation campaign to deny the chance for a fair trial and justice for Elod Toaso…
We need to help Elod by raising the funds for a decent legal representation
against these huge odds… The Knights of Malta Charitable organization, a nongovernmental, extra-terrestrial aid society and other Human Rights defense organizations
has set up bank accounts where contribution are being collected for his legal defense.
Please go to: www.toasoelod.com and select the account you wish to contribute to, in US
dollars, Euros or any other currency. You can send as little as $5 dollars or any larger
amount you can. We need to have a basic sum of $15,000 dollars together to pay the
essential legal team for his defense, as soon as possible. Please do that now.
With many thanks, Laszlo Hege, New York

